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Abstract
In structural timber tests, unintended failure mechanisms occur frequently in specimens and their results are called
censored data. There are two censored data analysis: censored maximum likelihood estimation (CMLE) and Kaplan–
Meier (KM) method. In this study, the precision of the censored data analysis was investigated to determine the
characteristic value, 5th percentile value, of the structural timber. The results show that (1) the 5th percentile value
was underestimated by ordinary data analysis methods; maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) and Order statistics. (2)
CMLE with 30% lower tail censored data and KM method provided much more precise 5th percentile value. (3) The
amount of under-measurement (5 MPa, 10 MPa, and 15 MPa in this simulation study) did not show significant effect
on the 5th percentile determination in CMLE and KM method, but the proportion of censored data (percentage of
unintended failure specimen; 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40%) affected the determination of 5th percentile value. (4) CMLE
with 30% lower tail censored data and KM method showed good agreement in case that the data included unin‑
tended failure data up to 20%.
Keywords: Characteristic value, Structural timber, Tensile strength, Censored data, Maximum likelihood estimation,
Kaplan–Meier method
Introduction
During full-scale timber tests, we expect a failure mode
intended. However, some specimens showed a different
failure from the intended ones in many cases. For example, in tension tests of structural timber, grip failures
(unintended failure) happened [1]. The tension grip can
damage the timber during the test. The tension grip damage can lead to grip failure. Especially, in the case of a
specimen that has knots around the grip, a failure in tension test often occurred around the grip. In this case, the
measured strength may be lower than the actual strength
which we need to get. As a result, the specimens of grip
failure may lead to underestimation of the 5th percentile
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value. Grip failure means that the tension test was censored prior to reaching the failure of intent.
The tensile strength of a specimen that failed in grip
cannot be removed in a statistical analysis, because
it makes an effect on the sample size and cumulative
probability. If those are removed in statistical analysis,
a bias can be included in the 5th percentile value determination. Also, the censored data of grip failure can be
regarded as correct test results. This may lead to underestimation of the characteristic value. Fortunately, this is
acceptable in conservatism, but it is not the precise characteristic value.
There are two statistical methods for analyzing the
samples with censored data. At first, several researchers [2–5] considered the censored maximum likelihood
estimation (CMLE) in wood research. The CMLE is a
parametric estimation and the parameters are derived
by fitting for a certain type of distribution. Yeh and
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Williamson [2] derived the glulam shear strength from
shear failure data and from all data (including censored
data). The CMLE provided higher characteristic values
than maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) with shear
failure-only data. Pang et al. [3] evaluated the rolling shear resistance of hybrid cross-laminated timber
(CLT) from four-point bending test setup. He reported
that some specimens showed bending failure which was
not the intended failure mode. Li [4] also reported that
either rolling shear or tensile failure happened at the
same CLT bending test. Kohler and Faber [5] applied
the CMLE for quality control procedures of timber
grading. They showed that refinement of the strength
distribution by the CMLE in the lower tail distribution.
Steiger and Kohler [6] applied the CMLE for deriving
the characteristic value of axially loaded steel rods in
glulam (glued-in rods). They investigated the effects
of sample size and sample variation by analyzing the
Monte Carlo-generated samples. They reported that
for small samples or samples with bigger coefficient of
variation (COV), higher than 15%, the CMLE method
can be a useful tool, because it uses the all information
derived from the experimental test.
Second statistical methods for analyzing samples with
censored data are Kaplan–Meier (KM) method. Kaplan
and Meier [7] introduced as the nonparametric estimation for censored data analysis. This is the most frequently used method to estimate the survival function
from lifetime data in medical research [8, 9]. The KM
method is also used in non-medical research, such as
calculation of the time-to-failure of machine or measurement of the unemployment period of people [10].
Chastain et al. [11] applied the KM method to characterize the probability of strand thickness in oriented
strand board (OSB). Link and DeGroot [12] used the
KM method to investigate the lifetimes of wood stakes
and the effectiveness of wood preservative.
As mentioned above, several researchers tried to use
the CMLE and KM method. However, to use the censored data analysis in structural wood evaluation, the
accuracy of the CMLE and KM method should be investigated. Especially, we do not have detailed information
for applying the approach; what cases we can use the
censored data analysis in structural test of wood and
how many censored data can be included. Therefore, in
this study, the sensitivity of the censored data analysis
was investigated based on datasets simulating tensile
strength. Specifically, the aim of this study was (1) to
find out the most precise analysis method for determining 5th percentile value of structural timber, and (2) to
analyze the characteristic of each method depending
on the proportion of unintended failure specimens or
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the amount of under-measured strength by unintended
failure mechanisms in timber strength test.

Materials and methods
Dataset preparation and simulating tensile strength

To investigate the precision of censored data analysis, an
ideal dataset of 100 tensile strength data was generated
by Monte Carlo simulation based on the previous longitudinal tensile strength test result of Zhu et al. [13], and it
was assumed that there were no unintended failure specimens. The distribution was derived by testing with 5 mm
thick (tangential direction) × 25 mm width (radial direction) × 120 mm length (longitudinal direction) size of
Japanese larch (Larix kaempferi) and fitted by 2P Weibull.
The shape and scale parameter of 2P Weibull were 4.22
and 114.0, respectively [14]. By repetition, 10 ideal datasets were simulated. The 100 tensile strength data were
generated by inverse transform method [15]. Equation (1) shows how to generate the tensile strength. It
was repeated 100 times to generate 100 tensile strengths.
The probability (p) was randomly selected from 0 to 1 by
using random function in Excel software [16]:

x = β(−ln(1 − p))1/α ,

(1)

where x is tensile strength (MPa); α is shape parameter;
β is scale parameter; p is a random variable ranging from
0 to 1.
Figure 1 shows the overall process for generating
the ideal datasets and the censored datasets. The censored datasets were generated from each ideal dataset;
at first a certain proportion of data 0%, 20%, 30% and
40%) was randomly selected in an ideal dataset, then a
certain number (5, 10 and 15 Pa) was subtracted from
the selected strength data. In a tensile test, a failure in
the tension grip makes the specimens’ strength undermeasured, because the specimen may be broken due to
damage by the grip before reaching the actual tensile
capacity of the specimen. Thus, if a specimen fails at
grip, the actual tensile strength of the specimen may be
higher than the measured strength. In this study, to simulate under-measurement by grip failure, some data were
randomly selected from the ideal dataset and a certain
number was subtracted. Thus, the subtraction means the
under-measured strength caused by grip failure in a fullsize timber tension test.
For a specimen that failed tension grip, it is impossible
to qualify how much the tensile capacity of the specimen
was reduced than its actual tensile capacity. Thus, the
under-measurement cannot be generated stochastically.
In this study, three levels of under-measurement strength
(5, 10 and 15 MPa) were assumed, and subtracted from
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Fig. 1 Generating process and determination of 5th percentile value

the randomly selected data (10%, 20%, 30% and 40%)
in the ideal dataset. The subtracted strength data were
regarded as censored data. For each ideal dataset, these
procedures were repeated.
Finally, 10 ideal datasets were prepared. Also, 120 censored datasets (10 ideal datasets × 4 proportions of censored data × 3 subtraction in strength) were prepared.
The sensitivity of the censoring proportion on precision
was investigated by comparing the 5th percentile value
of ideal dataset and 5th percentile value of censored data
determined by 3 different censored data analysis methods. Also, the precision was investigated in this study.
Determination of characteristic values

For ideal datasets, 5th percentile value was determined
for each datasets by MLE and it can be regarded as exact
5th percentile value. These 5th percentile values were
used to evaluate the precision of censored data analysis.
For the censored datasets, grip failure data, ordinary
data analysis methods were applied at first; maximum

likelihood estimation (MLE) and Order statistics. The
MLE requires a parametric distribution, and Weibull
distribution was used for tensile strength distribution
of structural lumber [17–19]. Also, it is known that
most strength properties of structural lumber well fit
the Weibull distribution. Many theories such as size
effect, load configuration effect, have been developed
by assumption that the strength well fits the Weibull
distribution. Thus, the censored dataset was fitted to
Weibull distribution by MLE (Eq. 2), and 5th percentile
value (5%CD,MLE) was determined by Eq. 3. In Eqs. 2b
and 2c, the parameters were determined using Excel
solver [20–22]. Order statistics determined the 5th
percentile value (5%CD,Order) by choosing the 5th lower
strength. The 5%CD,MLE and 5%CD,Order intended to simulate the case that grip failure specimens (unintended
failure) were regarded as normal test results (tension
failure), and these might be lower than 5%ideal, MLE or
5%ideal, Order.
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Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)

L1 =

k


f (xi |α, β),

Censored MLE (CMLE)

(2a)

L1 =

i=1



∂L1
=0 ,
α = max(L1 ) when
∂α


∂L1
=0 ,
β = max(L1 ) when
∂β
5th percentile strength = F−1 (α, β, 0.05),

k


f (ui |α, β),

(4a)

n−k


(1 − F (ci |α, β)),

(4b)

i=1

(2b)

L2 =

i=1

(2c)



∂(L1 × L2 )
=0 ,
α = max(L1 , L2 ) when
∂α

(4c)

(3)



∂(L1 × L2 )
=0 ,
β = max(L1 , L2 ) when
∂β

(4d)

where f (xi |α, β) is the probability density function of
Weibull distribution with parameter α and β; xi is the
tensile strength of ith specimen; F−1 (α, β, 0.05) is the
inverse Weibull distribution function with parameter α,
β, and lower 5th percentile of cumulative distribution.
For more precise analysis, censored maximum likelihood estimation (Eq. 4) and Kaplan–Meier method
(Eq. 5) were applied to censored datasets. Also 5th percentile values were determined by each methods. In this
kind of test, we can know which data were obtained by
normal failure (intended failure, uncensored data) and
which data by unintended failure (censored data). Therefore, censored data and uncensored data in a censored
dataset were grouped. The likelihood function for normal
failure data must be the same as MLE analysis, probability function of the Weibull distribution. But the likelihood function for censored data must be the probability
that the distribution is larger than the observation as
shown in Eq. 4b. This is called as censored MLE method
[6]. The parameters in Eqs. 4c and 4d were determined
using the Excel solver in the same way as the parameters
in Eqs. 2b and 2c. By this process the Weibull distribution
was fitted, and the 5th percentile value was determined
(5%CD,CMLE_all).
In determination of 5th percentile value, lower tail is
much more important than upper value. Faber et al. [23]
investigated the effect of lower tail data by means of the
CMLE to estimate the bending strength distribution of
graded timber. Since a small number of observations in
censored data cause statistical uncertainty, a threshold
is required, and they concluded that the use of the lower
30% data in censored data was reasonable as the threshold. In this study, the 30% lower tail in censored data was
also used in CMLE and compared with other analysis
methods, and the 5th percentile value (5%CD,CMLE_30) was
also determined in the same manner.

where f (xi |α, β) is the probability density function of Weibull distribution with parameter α and β.
F (X < xi |α, β) is the cumulative distribution function of
Weibull distribution with parameters α and β; ui is the
tensile strength of exactly observed ith specimen (uncensored data); and ci is the tensile strength of censored data
(bending failure specimen in shear test).
Kaplan–Meier method, the number of event to the
total number of observations (incidence rate) is calculated in ascending order of time, and the probability that
life is longer than a certain time can be calculated by
the empirical survivor function (Eq. 5) [7]. In this study,
the domain of time was placed by tensile strength, and
the 5th percentile value (5% CD,KM ) was selected in the
ascending order of strength.
Kaplan–Meier method (KM)

S(t) =

 

i:ti <t

1−


di
,
ni

(5)

where ti is tensile strength of ith specimen in ascending
order; di is the number of specimens failed by correct
failure mode (tensile failure) at strength ti ; and ni is the
number of specimens that had higher strength than ith
specimen.
Precision according to analysis methods

To find out the precision of the analysis methods, differences between the real 5th percentile value for ideal datasets (5%ideal) and the 5th percentile values for censored
datasets (5%CD) were calculated by Eq. 6. In this study, 10
ideal datasets which did not include any censored data
were prepared. The 12 censored datasets were developed
from each ideal dataset by changing the proportion and
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Table 1 Statistical analysis on censored datasets
Parametric approach

Non-parametric approach

Ordinary data analysis

Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)

Order statistics

Censored data analysis

Censored maximum likelihood estimation (CMLE):
(1) with all censored data
(2) with 30% lower tail censored data

Kaplan–Meier method (KM method)

Cumulative distribution

1.00

Censored datasets

Uncensored dataset 1
Uncensored dataset 2
Uncensored dataset 3
Uncensored dataset 4
Uncensored dataset 5
Uncensored dataset 6
Uncensored dataset 7
Uncensored dataset 8
Uncensored dataset 9
Uncensored dataset 10

0.90
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40

0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00

0

50

100

150

Strength (MPa)

Fig. 2 Cumulative distribution of 10 ideal datasets

the strength subtraction of randomly selected data in the
ideal dataset. Five data analysis were applied to derive
5th percentile value of the censored datasets (Table 1).
As a result, six hundred 5%CD values (120 censored datasets × five 5%CD values) of censored datasets were compared to the 5%ideal of their ideal datasets before the
censored data were generated.

Difference =

5% CD,method − 5% ideal,method
,
5% CD,method

(6)

where 5% CD,method is the 5th percentile value of the
censored dataset, and 5% ideal,method is the 5th percentile value of the ideal dataset before censored data were
generated.

Results and discussion
Ideal datasets

Figure 2 shows the cumulative strength distribution of
the generated ideal datasets from the tensile strength distribution. Each ideal dataset has 100 strength data. Two
kinds of 5th percentile value were derived from the ideal
datasets (Table 2). The average value of 5th percentile
value from MLE (5%ideal,MLE) was 48.6 MPa. The average
5th percentile value from Order statistics (5%ideal,Order)
was 47.6 MPa. The minimum and maximum value of the
5th percentile values were 42.0 and 55.3 MPa from MLE,
respectively. The minimum and maximum were 42.0 and
53.2 MPa from Order statistics. Thus, the two methods
showed small difference of 0 ~ 2 MPa.

Figure 3 shows the differences of 5th percentile value
between the ideal datasets and the censored datasets.
The machine measurement in which the grip failure
occurred in tension test must be lower than the tensile resistance of the specimen if it failed by the tension
fracture. The censored data were simulated for the grip
failure. If the grip fail data in 5th percentile value estimation are regarded as normal test results, the 5th percentile value must be underestimated. This is acceptable
in conservatism when allowable strength is determined.
Therefore, this approach is used in many cases. In this
clause, it was investigated how much underestimation is
made. The correct 5th percentile value can be assumed
as 5%ideal,MLE or 5%ideal,Order. The conservative estimation
can be assumed as 5%CD,MLE or 5%CD,Order. The difference
between correct 5th percentile values and the conservative 5th percentile values was analyzed.
As Fig. 3 shows, the 5th percentile values decreased
with the increase of the proportion of censored data.
Also, as the strength subtraction increased from 5 MPa to
15 MPa, 5th percentile value (5%CD,MLE) was decreased.
When the proportion of censored data was 10%, 5th percentile value (5%CD,MLE) was decreased from 1.0% (5 MPa
strength subtraction for censored data) to 3.9% (15 MPa
strength subtraction for censored data).
In non-parametric approach, the same trend was
found. The 5th percentile values for the censored datasets
by Order statistics (5%CD,Order) was approximately 0 ~ 3%
lower than the 5% values for ideal datasets (5%ideal,MLE).
When the proportion of censored data was 10%, the
5%CD,Order was decreased from 3.2% (5 MPa strength subtraction for censored data) to 6.6% (15 MPa strength subtraction for censored data).
From this comparison, if the amount of under-measurement by grip failure is large, the 5th percentile value
can be seriously underestimated. Also, if the proportion
of grip failure is large, the similar large amount of underestimation will occur.
Sensitivity in 5th percentile value determination according
to censored data analysis

To estimate more precise 5th percentile determination, three censored data analysis approaches were used
to determine the 5th percentile values of the censored
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Table 2 Statistics of test results
Ratio
of censored
data
Ideal datasets

Censored datasets

0%

10%

Subtraction

–

5 MPa

10 MPa

15 MPa

20%

5 MPa

10 MPa

15 MPa

30%

5 MPa

10 MPa

15 MPa

40%

5 MPa

10 MPa

15 MPa

a

Maximum likelihood estimation

b

Censored maximum likelihood estimation

c

Kaplan–Meier method

d

Average value of 10 ideal or censored datasets

e

Minimum value of 10 ideal or censored datasets

f

Maximum value of 10 ideal or censored datasets

Statistics

Without censored data
analysis

With censored data analysis

MLEa

Order statistics

CMLEb (All)

CMLE (30%)

KM methodc

Averaged

48.6

47.6

–

–

–

Mine

42.0

42.0

–

–

–

Maxf

55.3

53.2

–

–

–

Average

48.2

47.1

49.5

48.5

47.2

Min

41.6

38.6

42.7

41.6

43.2

Max

54.8

53.2

55.6

54.3

53.1

Average

47.5

46.7

49.5

48.4

47.1

Min

41.1

38.2

42.8

41.6

43.1

Max

54.1

52.8

55.6

54.2

53.1

Average

46.8

45.6

49.5

48.4

47.0

Min

40.4

38.2

42.8

41.5

43.0

Max

53.3

51.9

55.5

54.2

53.1

Average

47.5

46.4

51.0

48.5

48.6

Min

41.3

42.0

43.7

42.1

43.3

Max

54.1

51.7

58.0

55.3

56.6

Average

46.2

45.9

51.0

48.3

48.5

Min

40.2

41.8

44.1

41.9

43.3

Max

52.6

51.4

58.0

55.2

56.6

Average

44.5

45.0

50.8

48.2

48.5

Min

38.4

37.4

44.3

41.8

43.3

Max

50.7

50.4

57.8

55.1

56.7

Average

47.3

46.6

52.2

49.1

49.9

Min

40.5

37.2

46.3

43.9

45.2

Max

53.9

51.9

58.4

54.5

57.5

Average

45.6

45.3

52.4

48.9

49.8

Min

38.7

33.3

46.9

43.7

45.2

Max

52.0

51.0

58.6

54.3

57.5

Average

43.6

43.1

52.4

48.7

49.7

Min

36.5

29.3

47.4

43.3

45.2

Max

49.7

49.3

58.5

54.1

56.7

Average

46.9

46.3

54.6

50.6

51.9

Min

39.5

37.6

47.5

44.1

45.7

Max

53.6

52.7

60.1

56.2

59.5

Average

44.7

44.0

54.9

50.3

51.9

Min

36.6

34.9

48.2

43.8

45.7

Max

51.4

51.4

60.6

55.9

59.3

Average

41.5

41.5

54.5

50.1

52.0

Min

33.0

29.9

48.6

43.4

45.7

Max

44.9

50.1

58.2

55.6

59.2
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(a) Censored Maximum Likelihood Estimation (CMLE)
with all censored data
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(b) Order statistics
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(b) Censored Maximum Likelihood Estimation (CMLE)
with the lower 30% quantile

Fig. 3 Differences between ideal datasets and censored
datasets depending on the proportion of censored data.
a Maximum likelihood estimation. b Order statistics.
5% CD,Order −5% ideal,Order
5% CD,MLE −5% ideal,MLE
, Difference2) =
Difference1) =
5%
5% CD,MLE

14

5 MPa

CD,Order

datasets; CMLE with all censored data, CMLE with 30%
lower tail censored data, and KM method. The 5th percentile values derived by the three analysis were compared with the ideal 5th percentile values, which was
simulated the case that there was no grip failure. The
ideal 5th percentile value was determined by MLE with
ideal datasets. Figure 4 shows the differences between
ideal 5th percentile and 5th percentile for censored
datasets.
In full-size timber test including unintended failure
specimens, we know how many specimen failed by unintended failure, but we cannot know how low the strength
was measured comparing with ideal strength which
would be measured if it failed by intended failure mode.
Therefore, the amount of under-measurement in censored data should not be sensitive in 5th percentile value
determination. In this study, it was investigated by applying three different subtractions (5 MPa, 10 MPa, and
15 MPa) in censored data. Also, four level of proportion
of censored data (10%, 20%, 30%, and 40%) was reflected
in censored data sets, and the sensitivity of the amount
of under-measurement and the proportion of censored

Difference3) (%)

12

10 MPa

10

15 MPa

8

6
4
2
0
-2
0

10

20

30

40

50

Proportion of censored data (%)
(c) Kaplan-Meier method
Fig. 4 Differences between 5th percentile values of censored
datasets derived by censored data analysis and 5th percentile values
of ideal datasets. a Censored maximum likelihood estimation (CMLE)
with all censored data. b Censored maximum likelihood estimation
(CMLE) with the lower 30% quantile. c Kaplan–Meier method.
5% CD,CMLE_all −5% ideal,MLE
Difference1) =
,
5% CD,CMLE_all
5% CD,CMLE
−5% ideal,MLE
2)
30%
,
Difference =
5% CD,CMLE30%
5% CD,KM −5% ideal,Order
Difference3) =
5% CD,KM

data was investigated. As Fig. 4 shows, the proportion of
censored data makes large differences in precision. This
means that the precision depends on how many specimens failed by unintended failure mode. But the amount
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Fig. 5 Comparisons of statistics data analysis (dot: average value of
thirty of 5th percentile values)

of subtraction did not show large differences. This means
that the under-measurement did not make significant
effect on the 5th percentile value even though the data
include unintended failure specimen (e.g., grip failure).
Precision according to censored data analysis

Figure 5 shows the comparisons between statistics analysis for censored datasets. Each point is average of thirty
5th percentile values for the same proportion of censored
data; 10 ideal datasets × 3 strength subtraction. MLE
and Order statistics are calculated with assumption that
censored data (Grip failure data) are regarded as normal
data (tension failed data). As expected, MLE and Order
statistics underestimated the 5th percentile value as the
proportion of strength subtraction increases. On the
contrary, CMLE and KM method did not underestimate
the 5th percentile value. Out of the three censored data
analysis, CMLE with all censored data showed overestimation rather than underestimation. However, CMLE
with 30% lower tail censored data showed a good agreement in smaller proportion than 30%. From this comparison, it was concluded that CMLE with 30% lower tail
censored data is appropriate for structural lumber test
in parametric approach. Non-parametric approach, KM
method, showed a good agreement up to 20% proportion
of censored data.
This comparison means that the 5th percentile value
can be determined with more precision by CMLE with
30% lower tail censored data or KM method than other
ordinary analysis (MLE or Order statistics). The CMLE or
KM method is not recommended, when higher than 30%
specimens showed different failure mode than intended
failure.

Conclusions
In testing a full-size structural timber, unintended failure mode can be found very often, such as grip failure
in tension test, bending failure in rolling shear test of

cross-laminated timber and lumber failure in finger
joint test. In this study, it was intended to find the condition to be able to apply the censored data analysis for
more precise 5th percentile determination. With the
ideal tension test data, the censored data (unintended
failure) were simulated by reducing constant strengths
(5 MPa, 10 MPa, 15 MPa) from randomly selected
data. To reach the aim of this study, the proportion of
censored data and the amount of under-measurement
(subtraction amount) were investigated by comparing
the precisions of censored data analysis. In this study,
the below conclusions were found from a hypothesis
that the constant strengths (5 MPa, 10 MPa, 15 MPa)
were underestimated when a specimen failed in grip.
1. If 5th percentile value is determined by MLE or
Order statistic without consideration of the censored
data (unintended failure, e.g., grip failure), it can be
underestimated.
2. CMLE with 30% lower tail censored data and KM
method provided much more precise 5th percentile
value.
3. The amount of under-measurement (5 MPa, 10 MPa,
15 MPa in this simulation study) did not show significant effect on the 5th percentile determination in
CMLE and KM method, but the proportion of censored data (percentage of unintended failure specimen) makes large effect on the determination of 5th
percentile value. Fortunately, the amount of undermeasurement cannot be known, but the proportion
of censored data is known information in real test.
4. CMLE with 30% lower tail censored data and KM
method showed good agreement in case that the data
included unintended failure data up to 20%.
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